
SUMMARY
Self-driven Software Developer with 2+ years of hands-on experience in building and testing dynamic full stack 
applications. Eager to leverage strong problem-solving skills and adaptability in a full-time technical role. 
Committed to continuous learning, fostering collaborative success, and enhancing efficiency with empathy.

KEY SKILLS
Web Application Development: JavaScript (ES6+), asynchronous programming, HTML, CSS, Spring Boot, Vue.js, 
React, REST principles, Postman, responsive design, API creation and integration
Programming Languages: Java, JavaScript
Databases: SQL, PostgreSQL, ER diagrams, JDBC, data design
Development Tools and Techniques: IntelliJ IDEA, Visual Studio, Spring Framework, Selenium, Agile, JUnit (unit 
testing), integration testing, Git, GitHub
Soft Skills: Problem-solving, adaptability, continuous learning, collaboration, leadership

EDUCATION
Tech Elevator  |  

Web Application Development (Java) - Professional Certificate

Completed 30-week full-stack coding bootcamp learning how to create dynamic web-based software systems 
using Java providing 800+ hours of development education and application. Represent Tech Scholarship 
Recipient.

Kent State University  |  

Bachelor of Arts - Clinical Psychology

Trustee Scholarship Recipient, Dean's List Academic Distinction, Black Squirrel Radio Host

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Priseworks Corporation  |  -

Software Project Manager - Part Time

Walkie Talkie Espresso and Coffee  |  -

Bakery Program Manager

Mary Burgardt
LinkedIn maryburgardt@gmail.com 330.310.8979 maryburgardt.com Akron / Cleveland OH

Cleveland OH (remote) May '24

Kent OH Aug '23

Columbus OH (remote) Apr '24 Present

Spearheaded project management initiatives for a varied portfolio of Behavioral Health treatment 
providers, overseeing the smooth customization & implementation of proprietary EHR software solutions 
aligned with their distinctive workflows & requirements

•

Collaborated closely with cross-functional teams to lead the wireframing and creation of innovative new 
products, expanding on the enterprise software and embracing industry best practices and emerging trends 
for User Experience

•

Canton OH Aug '21 Present

Created profitable bakery program from scratch, increasing annual sales by 30%, while meticulously 
managing inventory through regular audits & ensuring consistent product quality using food safety 
regulations & creative recipe development

•

Played a pivotal role in fostering teamwork and creative direction within a prominent local coffee business, 
contributing to the development of innovative beverage concepts and maintaining uncompromising quality 

•

https://www.linkedin.com/in/maryburgardt/
https://maryburgardt.com/


Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company  |  -

Financial Consultant

PROJECTS
Solar Geeks Online Store

A multi-page ecommerce web app with API integration. Users can explore products, register new accounts, and 
navigate between tiled and table views for an enhanced user experience. The app offers full shopping cart 
functionality, user authentication, and mobile optimization, with a focus on component communication, Vuex 
datastore, and Vue Router.

Read-It Developer Forum

A full-stack web application hosting community discussions on software development topics. Features include 
API integration, asynchronous programming with Promises, and navigation across six distinct views using Vue 
Router.

standards resulting in enduring customer loyalty and engagement
Columbus OH Aug '20 Aug '21

Managed inquiries on various retirement accounts including pensions, 401(k)s, 403bs, & 401as•
Served an average of 1200 clients per month, resulting in a 98% satisfaction rating•


